
 

CAT CLUB DE GENEVE 

 
Dear cat lovers, 

 

We are delighted to invite you to our INTERNATIONAL CAT SHOW which will take place on 

 

            NOVEMBER 19 & 20, 2016, at PALEXPO GENEVA within the framework of the Automnales fair  
www.automnales.ch  

 

Each cat must have an international vaccination certificate stating that it is correctly vaccinated against 

panleukopenia (typhus) and infectious rhinotracheitis (coryza), and the vaccination must not date back to 

more than one year. Rabies vaccination is compulsory for all cats who cross borders. Kittens shown in 

litters must have received their first vaccinations against panleukopenia and coryza no later than  fifteen days 

before the show. It is advisable to have the cats vaccinated against feline leukaemia. Litters must be at 

least eight weeks old and each litter must contain at least 3 kittens. It is forbidden to sell cats within the 

framework of the show. 

 

This will be a show with double judgement but the same cats must be present on both days (as of 9 AM 

« at  the latest » until  7 PM « at the earliest ») + Special show for Birmans, special show for Silver 

breeds, special show for housecats + cage contest with the topic "my cat's origins". Jointly with 

CATALANTIC, there will be a TICA show, and you may register your cats there if you wish. 

 

The price per cat (competing or not) is CHF 60.- (Fr. 80.-  for a litter) plus CHF 10.- for entry fees. For 

members of the Cat-Club de Genève, the price per cat is CHF 50.- (Fr. 70.-  for a litter) plus CHF 10.- for entry 

fees. The price per cat only registered in TICA is CHF 70.-. TICA + traditional = CHF 80.-, (CHF 70.- for 

members of the CCG + CHF 10.- for entry fees). 

 

Each cat will have a cage measuring 60 x 60 x 60 cm. Litters will have a double cage (120 x 60 x 60 cm). For 

aesthetic reasons, personal cages are not accepted except for cats who are entered in TICA (their measurements 

shall not exceed those of our own cages). 

 

The above mentioned fees must be paid together with entry fees on the postal account of Cat-Club de 

Genève 12-6301-6 IBAN CH24 0900 0000 1200 6301 6 BIC POFICHBEXXX Checks are not acceptable. 

(Before making your payment, please wait for confirmation that your entries have been accepted). 

 

We have negotiated a price for the parking lot, which will be CHF 20.- per day.  
 

The veterinary check will take place on Saturday morning, from 7:30 to 9:00 AM. The veterinarian's 

decisions will be final. We urge you to make sure your cats are in perfect health and condition. In order to be 

admitted to the show, those who arrive after the end of the check will have to have their cats examined, at 

their own expense, by a local veterinarian designated by the Cat-Club de Genève. 

 

Entries close as soon as the venue is full, but at the latest on 23 October 2016. Cages will only be reserved 

upon receipt of entry forms.  

 

 

We look forward to welcoming many of you. With best regards, 

 For the committee 

 Geneviève THUT 

 

 
Judges: Brigitte BERTHOLON (TICA), Fabrice CALMES (TICA/TRAD), Chantal COLLOMB-CLERC (TRAD), Steven 

CORNEILLE (TICA/TRAD) Jacques FONTAINE (TRAD), Thierry FONTAINE (TRAD), Martine GALLIAND (TRAD) 

Aline GAREL-NOEL (TICA/TRAD), Hélène GUILLAUME (TICA/TRAD), Miro JARMUSZEWKI (TRAD), Massimo 

PICARDELLO (TICA/TRAD), Pascal REMY (TICA), Claude SEIGNOT (TRAD)  

CAT CLUB DE GENEVE & 
FEDERATION SUISSE DES ELEVEURS 

 5, Chemin  du Joli-Bois 1292 Chambésy 

Tel. 0041 22 758 17 67   

E-mail : ccg@bluewin.ch   site : www.catclubdegeneve.ch  
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